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Stourport Manor Hotel 

https://stourportmanor.com/

Stourport Manor Hotel is located in 23 acres of rolling Worecestershire countryside; overlooking Stourport-on-Severn, 5
miles away from Kidderminster train station and 11 miles away from the M5, With 72 comfortable bedrooms including
4 brand new feature double bedrooms; 9 flexible meeting rooms which can hold up to 350 delegates, free WiFi;
plenty of car parking spaces and a health club; we have everything you will ever need to host a successful business
meeting; conference; team build or celebration. Just as importantly you’ll have all the support you need to plan and
run your meeting or conference here. Our dedicated, highly professional team will work alongside you to make sure
we hit all of your meeting objectives. Our 72 bedrooms and suites have recently been given a face lift; with a mix of
earth tones and warm splashes of color. These include our 4 brand new feature double bedrooms, all located within
the eaves of our beautiful manor house.

35 Hartlebury Rd, 
Stourport-on-Severn 

DY13 9JA
Phone: 01299 289955



The Labyrinth team building activity is

our most popular and versatile
challenge, indoors or outdoors, taking
its inspiration from TV’s “Crystal Maze”
and “The Krypton Factor”, but it’s for
teams rather than individuals. A series
of 30-minute physical and intellectual
challenges, aimed at team building
with an emphasis on fun and problem

solving rather than physical exertion.

Labyrinth Challenge 

Outdoor Team Building 

Our Alternative Olympics outdoor

team building activity is a popular
and competitive team event, with
challenges unlike any other sporting
event you will have seen before!
Being run as a structured competition,
our range of superb Wacky Sports
challenges are guaranteed to keep
your delegates highly entertained all

afternoon.

Alternative Olympics

Do you remember Dick Dastardly,

Muttley & Penelope Pitstop?
Well, this is your chance to re-enact
the plot as you attempt, in teams, to
race each other “around the globe”.
This activity brings colourful and
competitive fun to your event, as we
aim to find the “World’s Wackiest
Racer” in our outdoor team building

pedal kart spectacular.

Wacky Races 



Outdoor Team Building 

Our ‘It’s A Knockout’ is a highly

colourful and a superbly impressive
challenge for participants and
spectators. With giant Inflatable
activities drawing inspiration from TV
gameshows along with other wacky
challenges we can guarantee a fun
filled afternoon. Coupled with
background music and colourful

props a real party atmosphere is
created for all.

It’s a Knockout

Our Country Pursuit outdoor team

building activity is quintessentially
British.
Get outdoors and enjoy the country
lifestyle with shooting and falconry or
something different such as duck
herding and ferret racing. We will
provide your guests with the best
traditional outdoor team building

activities for that true country event
experience.

Country Pursuits

An event that offers a plethora of

activities selected to create the
ultimate all round teambuilding
experience. Take Shooting activities
or Country pursuits and place them
alongside the physical and mental
challenges of the Labyrinth or
Alternative Olympics and we can
tailor the perfect programme to

complement your guests, company or
event.

Mixed Activities



Welcome to the dangerous era of the

prohibition, where gangsters ruled the
underworld. You are a group of Eliot
Ness’s Untouchables determined to
find the location of Chicago’s last
illegal still and have been locked in by
Al Capones gang. Teams will have no
more than 60 minutes to solve the
riddle and escape before the room

fills with lethal alcoholic fumes if you
don’t make it!

The Escape Room

The Indoor Labyrinth team building

activity is our most popular and
versatile challenge, indoors or
outdoors, taking its inspiration from
TV’s “Crystal Maze” and “The Krypton
Factor”, but it’s for teams rather than
individuals. A series of 30-minute
physical and intellectual challenges,
aimed at team building with an

emphasis on fun and problem solving
rather than physical exertion.

The Indoor Labyrinth

Outside the Box has been designed to 

highlight the importance and benefits 
of individuals and teams. With over 80 
mini challenges the event highlights 
and draws on some key teambuilding 
dynamics including:
✓ Negotiation,
✓ Time management,
✓ Co-operation,

✓ Strategy planning,
✓ Communication.

Outside the Box

Indoor Team Building 



Indoor Team Building 

The Pitstop Challenge is our exciting

and enjoyable Formula 1 related
challenge. Teams are tasked with
designing & building a working model
racing car.
All cars must be “self-propelled” and
cannot be aided by pushing, pulling
or similar means. The task involves
purchasing parts from our Pitstop shop

and creating a suitable vehicle that
stays within the rules of the race.

Pitstop Challenge

Masterpiece Creation is the ultimate

in collaborative team building
challenges where all delegates have
one combined goal, recreate an
artistic masterpiece on a grand scale!
Guests have one objective, to create
small paintings that when put
together will replicate a masterpiece,
this event highlights the importance of

individuals within the larger team to
reach one common goal.

Masterpiece Creation

You and your team are new recruits

into MI6, sadly you’ve joined at a
challenging time in the agency’s
history. We know is that one of the
active agents is a ‘mole’, the only
problem is we don’t know which. As
the latest set of operatives you are
uncompromised and so it falls to you
and your team to try and identify the

‘mole’ and save not only MI6 but the
whole of the UK.

Spy School



Our highly acclaimed Night At The

Races horse racing activity is suitable
for even the most prestigious evening
as we bring the thrill of the race-track
into your event.

Hosted by our professional compere
and assisted by professional tote staff
we will guide you through the

evening's entertainment, however, it is
over to you to find the winning bet.

A Night at the Races

It is a well-known cliché that

“everybody loves a quiz” and this is
particularly true of our ever popular
interactive game show QuizMania.

It must be stressed that this is not a
pub quiz! QuizMania is a pot pourri of
all the best participation games
you’ve ever played or heard of.

Making your evening fun, frantic,
colourful and very memorable.

QuizMania

Outside the Box has been designed to 

highlight the importance and benefits 
of individuals and teams. With over 80 
mini challenges the event highlights 
and draws on some key teambuilding 
dynamics including:
✓ Negotiation,
✓ Time management,
✓ Co-operation,

✓ Strategy planning,
✓ Communication.

Games Tournament

Evening Entertainment



Evening Entertainment

“Come on down” and “Say what you

see” in The Ultimate Gameshow.
This event gives you and your guests
the chance to take part in some of
the very best gameshow's TV has to
offer, all on the same night!
Take part in your very own stunning
evening event delivering the best TV
participation games you’ve ever

watched – and one or two that you
haven’t!

The Ultimate Gameshow

Bring the class of casino to your

evening, whether it be Roulette,
Blackjack, Poker or Craps play on our
authentic, full-size quality tables as
professional croupiers will help to
make sure atmosphere is as close as
you can get to the real thing – but
without the risk.
Why not go the whole way and

theme your whole room and evening
to give that true Vegas touch.

Casino Evening

Professional actors set the scene and,

as events unfold, the investigation
commences.
Characters are introduced during pre-
dinner drink and when the guests
have finished their first course the fun
really begins. At the end of the first
act, one of the characters is
dramatically killed off and the mystery

begins.
The game is afoot…

Murder at the Vicarage



Event Theming

Behind all the glitz and the glamour of

themed corporate events lies careful
planning, attention to detail, and
creative thought as an authentic
themed dinner or a sparkling award
ceremony can provide an enthralling
and memorable event.
Top themes include Oscars, Great
Gatsby and Venetian but our

specialists will help create the prefect
theme for you and your event.

Overview

From pre dinner drinks through to

party time and even during your
dinner, we have top quality
entertainment to accompany any
theme and offer a memorable
evening of entertainment for all.

With live music acts, caricaturists &
magicians or a simply a photo booth

we can help to find suitable
entertainment for your occasion.

Entertainment

We know that spectacular themed

table centres can transform a room
and make all the difference to any
evening event.
There are many elegant and effective
ways to make the centre of each
table look spectacular and some of
our favorites include tall Lily vases and
feathers or our rustic candelabras, but

we are sure we will have the perfect
centre for your dinner tables.

Table Centres



Conference Production

Audio visual support is an essential

part of any professional event. Your
specific requirement will vary with
every event ranging a simple PA
system right through to bespoke sets,
LED screens and line array sound
systems. We provide a bespoke
solution for your live event along with
a proven track record for providing a

high-class service that will deliver
results on time and to budget.

Overview

To ensure that your important business

messages reach your audience we
will provide you with a high quality
professional sound package tailoring
those needs to the acoustics of the
room.

Each event is different but our
equipment covers the latest digital

sound desks with top end
microphones and speakers.

Sound

Effective lighting will help highlight

your presenters, branding and with
the addition of moving lights create
that special “wow factor”.

We can create personalised gobos
for you, to include your logo or
conference strap line, providing a
stunning effect.

Lighting



Conference Production

Our support equipment for Presenters

include

✓ Comfort monitors,
✓ Cue light systems,
✓ Timing monitors,
✓ Auto-cue prompts

All set to give your presenters the

back-up they need to deliver their
messages confidently.

Presenter Aids

Using the latest high definition and 4K

laser projectors and LED screens, we
will make certain your slides, videos
and live footage is delivered to your
audience in the highest clarity.

If suitable you could have back
projection or we can rig the
projectors or LED wall from a ceiling

truss. Projection mapping is available
on request.

Projection

Set design is only limited by your

imagination, from one large screen,
twin screens or an ultra-widescreen
with blended projection we ensure
that your message is seen by all.

We can provide all CAD drawings
and visualisations so you can see the
finished result at the first production

meeting!

Set and Stage



Conference Production

Whether it is pre-conference filming,

post conference editing or live
footage relayed onto the screen
during the show, high definition
cameras can enhance your
conference.

Conference streaming via dedicated
websites increases event exposure.

Filming & Streaming

Slide preparation, pre conference

filming and video production will give
your event that truly professional
touch.

Our skilled technicians will work with
you in the build up to the event in
order to provide the best possible
result.

Pre-Conference Production

During the show, we will appoint a

dedicated team of specialist
technicians who will work with you
and provide a flawless production.

Pre event planning allows us to work
closely with you, building a show
schedule to ensure that everything is
ready and rehearsed prior to the live

show.

Technical Support
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